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10 Future House Production Techniques

1. BASS LAYERING

Deep house basslines are typically quite simple. Not necessarily in the way they’re written, but 
the way they’re put together sound-wise.

In some cases, there’s nothing more than a single layer that uses a classic house sound like the 
Korg M1 organ sound. 

Other times, there’s a bit more involved. 

As you cross the line and delve into future house, you’ll find that the basslines are more 
complex from a purely instrumental standpoint--often consisting of two or more layers. 

Because of this, it’s crucial that you know how to layer properly. Messing this up, especially 
with bass sounds will result in sonic hell on earth. 

Start with the sub layer

Many producers start layering with the main bass layer. That is--the sound that contains the 
most characteristic or is what listeners “hear” when they listen to the song. 

This can work well, but it can be a better idea to start with the sub layer. 

Why?

Because it’s easier to start at the bottom and build your way up than it is to start in the middle 
and attempt to build both ways (adding a lower layer and higher layer). 

Another benefit to starting with the sub layer is that it allows you to get your kick and sub 
mixed straight away, which can be harder to manage after you’ve added extra layers. Once 
that’s sorted, you’ve got a foundation to build on.

Tips:

• Keep your sub bass simple. A sub bass is not supposed to be interesting. Let your other 
layers do the fancy stuff. It’s a functional instrument that provides the necessary low end 
for your mix. Use a sine wave or triangle wave with slight distortion (if needed). 

• Sidechain your sub if necessary. You may not need to sidechain your higher-frequency 
layers, but if there are bass notes playing at the same time as your kick, it’s crucial that 
they don’t clash. Use sidechain compression to duck your sub while the kick is playing. 
Also, take note of the length of your kick--a long kick is best coupled with a short 
bassline and vice versa. 
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Spend most of your time on the main layer

One mistake I see a lot of producers make is using layering to compensate for poorly designed 
(or chosen) sounds. 

You shouldn’t need to use a ton of layers to get a desirable sound. In fact, I would argue that 
any layers you add beyond the sub and main layer are only there are minor enhancements--to 
add character. 

So, instead of adding layer upon layer hoping for the best, spend more time improving your 
main layer, which is typically the layer sitting above the sub that contributes most of the 
energy in the 100-500Hz range. 

If you design your own sounds from scratch, this means spending more time on synthesis 
and post-processing. If you prefer using presets, this means taking more time to find the right 
sound, tweaking it, and processing it. 

After doing that, ask yourself whether an extra bass layer would help.

Tips: 

• Always highpass your main layer. You don’t want any low-frequency content from 
your main layer clashing with your sub, so remember to cut it out. Note: steep EQ curves 
can drastically change a sound. Consider using a more shallow highpass if you get an 
undesirable effect from using a steep curve.

• Don’t be afraid to make it stereo. When people say you should keep your bassline 
in mono, they’re normally referring to the low-end of the bassline. It IS a good idea to 
keep most of your content below 300hz centered (doing so reduces phasing issues), but 
above that, feel free to make it wide. 

• It doesn’t need to be complex. While some future house tracks use complex sounding 
basslines, a lot of them don’t. You don’t need to use a complex bass sound to make a 
good song; your ideas and songwriting are ultimately what matter. If you’re struggling, 
simplify.
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2. SKIP-WISE MOTION

A step is when you travel up or down one degree in the scale you’re composing in.

As defined by Wikipedia, it’s “the difference in pitch between two consecutive notes of a musical 
scale.”

If you were writing in A natural minor and travelled from A to B, that would be a step.

Here’s an example of a stepwise melody:

But very few deep and future house tracks use stepwise melodies. More often, you’re hearing 
skips.

A skip is any interval larger than a step. So, taking the former example of A to B, if the second 
note was E, that would be a skip (A to E).

Oliver Helden’s Gecko uses a mix of stepwise and skipwise motion:
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3. VOCAL CHOPPING

Vocal chopping is common in deep house and future house, but for many producers it’s 
overwhelming.

But there’s no reason it should be.

Finding Vocals

One way to source vocals is to use a plugin like East West’s Voices of Passion, bounce 
something interesting to audio, and then chop it up. Hyperbits does this in his upcoming Start 
to Finish: Future House Edition with a plugin called Exhale.

But you don’t need to have an expensive plugin. There are other ways to find vocals for 
chopping purposes:

• Sampling. The biggest concern with sampling is the potential legal ramifications. But 
when you’re chopping up vocals, you can easily end up with something unrecognisable. 
Sample old records, use acapellas from remix comps, but just make sure you play around 
with ‘em enough as to not get in trouble. 

• Royalty-free packs. Loopmasters has a few of them. Veela’s Siren pack is a must-have. 
It’s easy to take a high quality recording and chop it up without having to worry about 
whether you’ve changed it enough (no copyright issues)

• Make your own. Many producers shy away from this because they feel they can’t sing. 
Well, guess what? You don’t need to. I suck at singing. Like really. But I know that I can 
mutter a few words and tones into a microphone then process the s*** out of ‘em to 
make them sound somewhat decent. 
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4. USE THE 5TH

House music is ridden with 5ths. 

What is a 5th?

It’s an interval. The proper name is Perfect Fifth.

The easiest way to work out a perfect fifth is to count up seven semitones from any given 
note. 

For instance, the interval from C to G is a perfect fifth because G is seven semitones above C.

It’s often used because it sounds stable and consonsant. If you don’t know what consonant 
means, substitute the word “pleasant.”

In future house, basslines often add a fifth on top of the bassline. This can be done in the 
piano roll, or using the synth patch by changing the pitch of an oscillator (moving it seven 
semitones up).

We can do this with the Gecko bassline. Try it out yourself (the top voice is a 5th above the 
lower voice). 
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5. OTHER GENRES

You could make a typical, formulaic future house track. Or you could get creative and fuse 
together two genres. 

There have been many deep house tracks that have incorporated jazz elements, just like there 
are well-known future house artists who incorporate dubstep elements. 

The best way to incorporate other genres and their ideas into your music is to listen to 
more music in other genres. And that means getting outside of the ever-so-common EDM 
listening bubble. 

Tips for incorporating other genres:

• Keep it simple. You don’t need to incorporate everything from a genre. Sometimes, a 
simple saxaphone jazz lick or blues piano progression is enough to capture the listener’s 
attention and impress them. 

• Don’t just “add it in.” It’s obvious to the listener when you’ve incorporated other 
elements just for the sake of it. Your song will sound awkward. The piece won’t fit. If 
you’re going to use ideas from other genres, make sure you take your time to find 
something that actually fits. 
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6. SELECTIVE REVERB

It’s been said that you should never add reverb to a bassline.

That’s just wrong.

While a lot of future house is dry and punchy, it often pays to add subtle reverb to key 
instruments to make the mix more appealing and increase the perceived “size” of the song.

It’s rarely a good idea to add reverb to your sub bass, but you can certainly add it to your main 
layer or a higher lead layer. 

Tips for applying reverb:

• Keep it under control. There’s no easier way to destroy a mix by adding too much 
reverb. I get it--adding reverb covers up blemishes in a sound, but by doing so it makes 
the overall mix sound too cluttered. Don’t use more decay time than necessary, and 
make sure to EQ out frequencies that aren’t helpful. 

• Automate it. Automating reverb can be a great way to add tension and energy to your 
mix. You might automate the dry/wet + decay on your synth sound at the end of every 
8 bars. Or you might start a phrase with the reverb completely dry to maximise impact 
and then pull it back up slowly afterwards.
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7. USE SWING

You don’t need to use swing in every deep or future house track, but it certainly helps.

If you’re an Ableton user, play around with the Groove Pool. I recommend using:

• Notator 16C Swing
• Swing 16-35
• Logic 16 Swing 55

Tips for using swing:

• Keep it cohesive. It generally sounds bad when you apply swing to half the instruments 
in your song. Either apply it to everything, or to one thing (shakers tend to benefit from 
swing when everything else is more or less straight).

• It doesn’t have to be extreme. Heavy swing can sound awesome, but it’s not always 
necessary. Don’t shy away from using a swing pattern that’s hardly noticeable. It will 
make a difference, even if you can’t hear it. 
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8. SEEK SIMPLICITY

Deep house and future house are relatively simple compared to genres like dubstep and 
drum ‘n’ bass. This isn’t a bad thing, it’s just characteristic of the genre. 

Now, you could make super complex future house, and that’s awesome, but in my opinion the 
key musical ideas should be kept simple for two reasons:

• Future house music is made primarily for clubs and festivals. Complex music generally 
doesn’t perform as well in these environments. 

• Simple ideas are easier to remember and get stuck in people’s heads. 

So, the next time you make a 2-bar bassline and feel the urge to double the length. Ask 
yourself if you really need to.

Note: this section is short. Can you guess why?
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9. USE FILLS

Listen to any recent future house release and you’re bound to hear some fills scattered 
throughout. 

Using fills is a great way to break up the constant flow of your song and add tension. They’re 
typically used before the drop or any key development in the track (8-16 bars after the drop to 
bring in a new instrument for instance). 

Finding fills

The best place to find quality fills is in sample packs. Make sure to check the description when 
browsing sample packs to make sure they’re in there. 

You can also sample fills from other genres like rock and disco. Be wary of the legal 
ramifications of doing this. 

Some plugins also offer great fills. Logic’s Drummer tool is fantastic. As is Studio Drums.

Creating fills

If you can’t find anything decent, consider making your own. It’s fun.

I won’t walk you through how to make a fill from start to finish as that would take many 
words, images, and audio, but I will give you some tips:

• Use few sounds. Producers shy away from creating their own fills because they think it’s 
a complicated process. And it is--at least, when “creating a fill” involves using 10 different 
samples. Fortunately, you can make a great fill with nothing more than a kick drum and 
snare (or just a snare). 

• Velocity is your friend. When a drummer performs a fill, he doesn’t hit every drum with 
the same speed or intensity. Likewise, when you’re programming a fill in your DAW, you 
should employ velocity to make the fill sound more natural. 

• Use non-drum sounds. Vocal chops, synth hits--these sounds add a layer of complexity 
and interest to your fills and don’t require much work. 
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10. TIGHT STRUCTURE

I’ve talked about the benefits of tight/short arrangements before, so I won’t reiterate 
completely here.

But you should know that a loose arrangement can kill a track--even if your ideas are great.

If your build-up is slightly too long or short, if your drop drags on too long, or if your intro 
doesn’t build enough tension, then your track will suffer. 

Tips for tightening up your arrangement:

• Remove all clutter. I’ve never worked on a project that doesn’t end up with some 
degree of clutter by the end of it. You DON’T want to leave this clutter in. Whether it’s 
an unnecessary instrument or even unecessary section (yes, it’s possible), you should 
remove it. Even if it hurts. 

• Get feedback. It’s hard to listen to your arrangement objectively and figure out whether 
it’s right or not. Get a second set of ears.

• Compare with other songs. If you’re not doing so already, it’s a good idea to compare 
the structure of your track with another track that’s been successful. You might notice 
that they have a shorter build-up or drop, and so you ask yourself whether yours would 
benefit from being shorter.
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A FINAL WORD

There you have it. 

10 simple tips for future house (or deep house) production. 

Obviously these tips alone won’t make you a great producer. They’re merely starting points, so 
make sure you put in the practice and experiment.

If you are looking for something more helpful and detailed, you’ll be delighted to know that 
we’re putting out a new Start to Finish course with accomplished producer Hyperbits on May 
10. 

This 6-hour long course will teach you how to:

• Write a memorable chord progressing around a vocal hook
• Build on and develop an idea
• Create a tuned, punchy deep house kick
• Mix the kick and bass properly
• Employ stereo-imaging and panning
• Create a dance & radio-friendly structure
• + a ton of other stuff

And, of course, it will teach you how to make a future house track from start to finish. 

I’ll send you an email about that soon, but make sure to remember May the 10th. It’s not far 
away!


